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Docket  No.:  20-00043-RULE-LH

IN  THE  MATTER  OF ADOPTING  NEW  R{JLE  13. 10.34  NMAC  STANDARDS  FOR  ACCIDENT  ONLY,

SPECIFIED  DISEASE  OR  ILLNESS,  HOSPITAL  INDEMNITY,  AND  RELATED  EXCEPTED  BENEFITS

To  whom  it may  concern:

I, Ronald  Foster  Seaton,  A.S.A.,  M.A.A.A.,,  am a Member  of  the American  Academy  of  Actuaries,  and meet  the

Qualification  Standards  of  the American  Academy  of  Actuaries  to render  both  general  and specific  statements  of

actuarial  opinion  in matters  pertaining  to health  insurance.  Nevertheless,  in presenting  the following  comments

relating  to the proposed  adoption  of  13.10.34  NMAC,  I am not providing  actuarial  service  for  any principal,  client,

or employer;  therefore  these  comments  do not  comprise  official  statements  of  actuarial  opinion.

Obseivation

Cleady,  the proposed  rule  13.10.34  NMAC  is not  intended  to fulfill  all the  requirements  of  Sections  59A-23G-3  and

59A-23G-4  NMSA  1978  with  regard  to all  the "excepted  benefits"  defined  in Section  59A-23G-2  NMSA  1978.

Liability,  workers'  compensation,  and automobile  medical  payment  benefits  would  be beyond  the  scope  of  a health

insurance  rule,  and extensive  niles  already  exist  for  credit  life  and health  benefits,  medicare  supplemental  health

insurance,  and long-term  care (and  related)  benefits.  On the other  hand,  even  with  the adoption  of  this  rule,  rules

seem to be either  nonexistent  or nearby so, for  disability  income  (other  than  workers'  compensation)  benefits,

coverage  for  on-site  medical  clinics,  limited-scope  vision  benefits,  or  limited-scope  dental  benefits  (including  even

the policies  of  prepaid  dental  plans,  despite  the existence  of  rules  pertaining  to prepaid  dental  plan  organizations).

Exemption  of  excepted  benefits

For  the following  reasons,  I recommend  that  the Superintendent  postpone  adoption  of  this  rule  until  certain

amendments  to stahite  can be effected,  although  comments  hereunder  presume  that  adoption  of  this  rule  will

proceed:

1)  Section59A-23G.6NMSAl978prohibitsabsolutelyanyissuanceofanexceptedbenefitsplanexcept

"through  a bona  fide  association."  This  means  there  shall  be no direct  sales by insurer  representatives,  no

broker/agency  (aka "producei')  sales, etc. C]early,  this  extreme  restriction  requires  legislative  remediation.

2)  Although"exceptedbenefits"aredefinedinSubsection59A-23E-2.LNMSA1978,theactualexemptions

for  such benefits  (from  requirements  in Sections  3-15  and 17-18  of  that  article)  are granted  in Section  59A-

23E-16  NMSA  1978,  but  then  only  for  group  health  insurance  (and  not  even  for  group  accident  insurance).

This means that the 2019 extension of  nondiscriminatior4  @iaranteed  issue, and guaranteed renewal to
individual  health  insurance  (in  Sections  11-14  of  that  article),  and the absolute  prohibition  of  preexisting

condition  exclusion  from  individual  health  insurance  (in Section  3 of  that  article),  apply  at least  to

individual  expense-based  "excepted  benefits"  policies  (and  group  accident-only  policies),  without  such

exemption,  and possibly  to individual  indemnity  benefits,  unless  it is argued  that  the definition  of  "health

insurance  coverage"  in Subsection  59A-23E-2.R  NMSA1978  does not include  indemnity  benefits  (which

is not  at all clear,  especially  given  the phrase,  "or  otherwise"  in that  subsection).  Furthermore,  it means  that

Section  59A-23G-7  NMSA  1978,  while  accurate,  is obviated  and irrelevant  for  individual  policies  (and

group  accident-only  policies)  unless  the pertinent  stahites  are revised.

Therefore,  unless  and until  pertinent  amendment  of  Chapter  59A,  Article  23E  NMSA  1978  is effected,  the proposed

13.10.34  NMAC  should  clarify  certain  differences  between  individual  (and  group  accident)  and group  (other  than
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accident) excepted benefits policy  requirements.  In particular,  the  following  language  should  be specified  as

applying  oidy  to group  (other  than  accident)  policies:

l)  theproposedlanguageinl3.10.34.8.CNMAC(relatingtodisclosure)beginningwith"unless...";

2) theproposedl3.lO.34.8.E(1)NMAC,"preexistingconditionsordiseases";

3) the proposed  13. 10.34.9  NMAC,  all language  in Subsections  A, B, and C relating  to "guaranteed

renewable"  (since  all individual  excepted  benefits  policies  are guaranteed  renewable,  and non-cancellable

policies  are now  almost  or completely  nonexistent);

4)  the proposed  13.10.34.9.M  NMAC  (relating  to waivers);

5)  the proposed  13.10.34.9  P(5)  NMAC  (relating  to termination  at end of  policy  term);

6)  the phrase  "their  coverage  renewal  date"  in the proposed  13. ]0.34.9.Q  (although  some  notice  period  should

be specified  for  all allowed  terminations,  i.e., other  than  due to ending  of  a policy  term);

7) references  to preexisting  conditions,  health  history,  and related  terms  in proposed  13. 10.34.  17 NMAC,

Subsections  C and D.

The  proposed  13.10.34.18.C  NMAC  is difficult  to  justify,  because  a major  medical  policy  could  be terminated

immediately  after issue  of  the excepted  benefits  policy,  with  no actual  penalty,  unless  the excepted  benefits  po(icies

subject  to this  rule  must  be terminated  in the absence  of  a continuing  major  medical  coverage  -  but  current  statutory

prohibitions  of  termination  or non-renewal  would  make  this  impossible,  at least  for  group  accident-only  and all

individual  excepted  benefit  policies.  Even  if  Chapter  59A,  Article  23E  NMSA  1978  is amended,  the subsection  is

also  nearly  impossible  to administer  reliably,  in regard  to learning  "that  a covered  person's  major  medical  coverage

has lapsed  or  was cancelled",  especially  where  both  the excepted  benefit  and major  medical  coverages  are under

association  cOntraCtS.

Technical  issues

Because  the  point  of, for  exampie,  a specified-disease  plan  is to limit  or exclude  coverage  by type  of  illness,  the text

of  the proposed  13.10.34.8.E  NMAC  requires  insertion  of  the following  additional  paragraphs:

"(13)  a specified  accident  only  plan  as permitted  in 13.10.34.10  NMAC  Subsection  C, and an occupational  accident

plan  as permitted  in 13.10.34.10  NMAC  Subsection  D, may  limit  or  exclude  coverage  by type  ofaccident;

(14)  a hospital  indemnity  plan  or  other  fixed  indemnity  plan  as permitted  in 13.10.34.11  or 13.10.34.12  NMAC,

respectively,  may  limit  or  exclude  coverage  by type  of  treatment;  and

(15)  a specified  disease  or  critical  illness  plan  as permitted  in 13.10.34.13  NMAC,  may  limit  or  exclude  coverage  by

type  of  illness  or  medicai  condition."

(This  insertion  will  require  deletion  of  the  word  "and"  at the  end of  paragraph  (11),  and substitution  of  a semicolon

for  the full  stop  at the end of  paragraph  (12)).

For  consistence,  the proposed  13.10.34.8.E(6)  NMAC  should  substitute  "services  for  which  benefits  are"  in place  of

the word  "benefits".

For  clarity,  the proposed  13. 10.34.8.F  NMAC  should  add "subject  to this  nile"  after  "excepted  benefits  plan",  since

not all excepted  benefits  plans  are subject  to this  nile.

The  proposed  13.  10.34.8.G  NMAC  should  substitute  "of"  for  the first  occurrence  of  the word  "or".

The  proposed  13.10.34.8.L  NMAC  should  eliminate  the first  occurrence  of  the word  "not".

The  proposed  13.]0.34.9.R  NMAC  should  substitute  "the  intended  termination  date"  for  "their  coverage  renewal

data[sic]",  because  terminations  other  than  at the end of  the policy  term  should  also provide  a notice  period.
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Consistent with the provision of the proposed 13.10.34.13.B(1) NMAC, the proposed 13.10.34.10  NMAC should

begin with the subsection "A.  General rule. No plan providing benefits conditioned  on the occurrence  of  an

accident shall be sold or offered for sale except as an accident only plan." The existing  subsections  should  be re-

lettered  accordingly.

For appropriate prominence,  the sentence,  "An  accident  only  plan  shall  only  compensate  for  losses on a fixed-

indemnity  basis"  should  be moved  from  the proposed  13.10.34.10.B  NMAC  to its own  subsection  within  the

proposed 13.10.34.10  NMAC, headed  "Basis  orcompensation." comparable  to the proposed  13.10.34.11.D  and

13.]0.34.12.C  NMAC.

For  clarity,  "employer-sponsored  group  or association"  in the  proposed  13.10.34.  lO.D  NMAC  should  be revised  to

"association  or  employer-sponsored  group",  lest the modifier  "employer-sponsored"  be inappropriately  applied.

Consistent  with  the provision  of  the proposed  13.10.34.13.B(1)  NMAC,  the proposed  13.10.34.11  NMAC  shou)d

begin  with  the subsection  "A.  General  rule.  No  plan  providing  indemnity  benefits  conditioned  on the occurrence  of

hospital  confinement  or  hospital-based  treatment  shall  be sold  or  offered  for  sale except  as a hospital  indemnity

plan."  The  existing  subsections  should  be re-lettered  accordingly.

The  occasion  for  benefits  in the proposed  13.10.34.11.E  NMAC  is too  broad  for  such insurance.  The  subsection

should  add the term  "hospital-based:"  before  "outpatient  services"  and add ";  and hospital  treatment-related:"  before

"lodging"  (including  the respec'ave colons  and semicolon,  to clarify  that  the modifiers  apply  to a]l that  follows).

Likewise,  and for  the same reason,  the proposed  13.10.34.12.D  NMAC  should  add "treatment-related:"  before  "lost

wages"  (including  the colon,  to clarify  that  the modifier  applies  to all that  follows).

For  clarity,  the proposed  13.10.34.13.D  NMAC  should  insert  the word  "only"  before  "on  a fixed  indemnity  basis".

The  proposed  13.10.34.16.C  NMAC  would  do best, for  the  people  ofNew  Mexico,  to permit  only  such riders,

endorsements,  or  supplements  as reflect  a change  that  is required  by law.  In any case, the stated  exemption  of  group-

policy  modifiers  from  the signature  requirement  should  be removed  completely,  because  a group  policyholder  might

collect  premium  from  the certificate  holders  for  collective  remission  to the insurer,  and therefore  it is not  possible

for  either  the insurer  or  the regulator  to be certain  as to whether  or  not  the premium  is paid  by the certificate  holder.

Rating  issues

The  proposed  13.10.34.15  NMAC  Subsections  D and E are based on an NAIC  model  (Guidelines  for  Filing  of  Rates

for  Individual  Health  Insurance  Forms,  MDL-134)  which  is barely,  if  at all, applicable,  for  the following  reasons:

l)  As is clear  from  its title,  the model  was never  intended  by the  NAIC  to be applied  to group  insurance.

2)  The  NAIC  (individual)  model,  and consequently  the  proposed  model,  uses a table  of  proposed  permitted

loss ratios,  half  of  which  are applied  to medical-expense-  based policies;  none  of  the coverages  subject  to

this  rule  are medical-expense-based.

3)  Halftheremainingportionofthetableisproposedtopertainto"optionallyrenewable"or"conditionally

renewable"  policies,  which,  under  current  statutes  as shown  above,  are not  permitted  for  individual  (or

group  accident)  policies.

4)  Indemnity  coverage  requires  no provider  contracting,  no evaluation  of  claim  charges,  no correspondence

with  other  coverage,  and far  fewer  other  administrative  expenses  (except  perhaps  marketing  expense)  than

claims-expense-based  health  coverage.  The  argument  commonly  given,  that  premiums  for  the indemnity

coverages  are much  lower  than  for  major  medical  coverage,  and carriers  therefore  require  a higher

percentage  of  premium  for  equivalent  non-claims  expenses,  is clearly  fallacious,  in that  not  only  is the
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expense no( equivalent,  but also, the range of  premiums  currently  anticipated  by the proposed  adjustment

formulas  (currently  >$325/month  in the "High  average  premium"  formulas)  considerably  overlaps  the

range of  premiums  for  major  medical  coverage.

5) The otherwise-reasonable  requirement  of  the proposed  13.10.34.18.D  NMAC,  that each possible

combination  of  benefits  should meet the MLR  requirements,  could combine  unmanageably  with  the

proposed  model  such that loss ratios  for rates for  a single  filed  form  would  be adjusted,  some upward,  some

downward,  depending  on the "options  for  plan scope or benefit  levels"  of  the form.

Despite  that the NAIC  model  might  be argued to be "generally  recognized  and current  actuarial  standards"  (as

specified  in Section  59A-23G-5  NMSA  1978),  it can only  be considered  so, in relation  to its applicability  to the

products  in question.  If  it were  not so, the "generally  recognized  and current  actuarial  standards"  for  major  medical

coverage  would  do just  as well Since the model is effectively  inapplicable  to the coverages  subject  to this rule, there

is no reason to adopt it for  this rule.

For  these reasons, and for consistence  with  the proposed  13.10.34.15.G  NMAC  (or its suggested  revision  below),

the proposed  13.10.34.15.D  NMAC  should  be revised  to read, after  the existing  heading, merely:  "Rates  filed for  a

group  plan subject  to this rule  shall reflect  an anticipated  loss ratio of  no less than eighty  percent."  (or other  level

acceptable  to the Superintendem),  and the proposed  13. 10.34.15.E  NMAC  should be revised  to read, after  the

existing  heading:  "Rates  filed  for  an individual  plan subject  to this nile  shall reflect  an anticipated  loss ratio  of  no

less than eighty  percent."

Such simplification  of  the loss ratio  requirement  will  have the added advantage  of  drastically  reducing  the occasion

for  debate about  factors  and figures  submitted  in rate filings  (for  example,  in calcu)ating  an "average  annual

premium"),  thereby  reducing  the cost of  regulation  to the people  ofNew  Mexico.

Any  provision  to adjust the allowed  loss ratio downward  would  be contrary  to the obvious  intent  of  the proposed

13.10.34.15.G  NMAC,  discussed below,  but the requirements  of  both could be stated at some other  coincident  level.

Certainly  the notion  of  adjusting  the allowed  loss ratio  downward  for  groitp  products  on the basis of  some low

"average annual premium"  per  certificate is baseless, since administrative expense is supposedly reduced by the use
of  group  insurance,  unless marketing  and administration  are conducted  on a per certificate  basis, which  would  imply

that the group  product  is in fact a sham, presumably  intended  to evade the protedions  of  individual  coverage.

In fairness,  therefore,  assuming  a standard level of  at least eighty  per cent, there would  be no need to require  upward

adjustment  of  "High  average premium"  coverage;  the requirements  of  ] 3. 10.34.  15.G  NMAC  (which  are not part of

the NAIC  model)  should  provide  the desired result.

Given  that, contrary  to the proposed  13.10.34.15.(@9)  NMAC, no specific loss ratio requirement for the experience
of  "excepted  benefit"  policies  subject  to this rule is given  in statute, the proposed  13.10.34.15.G  NMAC  should  be

revised  to read as follows:

"G.  Annual  rate  certiflcation  filing  procedures.  Carriers  of  group  policies  subject  to this rule shall file

annually  on or before  June 30, and in conjunction  with  any rate filing  for  policies  subject  to this rule, an actuarial

memorandum  demonstrating  the loss ratios  for  such policies,  in the manner  specified  in this subsection.

(l)  Data  reported.  Earned  premiums  and incurred  claims  paid through  the end of  the reporting  period  shall be

reported,  for  each of  the preceding  three calendar  years, and combined  for  all years prior  to those three

years. If  the cmier  wishes  to also demonstrate  its estimate  of  claims  incurred  but not  paid as of  the end of

the reporting  period,  the actuary  shall include  sufficient  documentation  to support  that estimate,  to the

satisfaction  of  the Superintendent.  Actual  loss ratios  for  each year, and combined  years reported,  shall be

calculated  and displayed,  based on such experience.
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(2) Aggregation.  The  experience  shall  be aggregated  over  all group  policies,  and separately  over  all individual

policies,  that  are subject  to this  rule.

(3) Compliance  with  rating  loss ratios.  If  either  of  the cumulative  loss ratios  indicated  by this  reporting  is

less than  eighty  percent,  the actuary  shall  submit  a plan  of  rate action  designed  to bring  the fiiture

cumulative  loss ratio  to at least eighty  percent.  The  Superintendent  may require  modification  of  the plan,

and no such plan, modified  or  unmodified,  shall  be enacted  without  approval  of  the Superintendent."

Thank  you  for  the opportunity  to submit  these comments.  If  you  need any further  information  or desire  any further

discussion,  please  do not hesitate  to contact  me at rfseaton(Baol.com.

R. Foster  Seaton,  A.S.A.,  M.A.A.A.
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